CALL FOR PAPERS

31. Annual Meeting of the
Swiss Society for Medical Informatics
September 11th and 12th 2018, Stade de Suisse, Bern
In cooperation with Swiss eHealth Summit und HIMSS

Leadership & Digital transformation

The topic
Digital Transformation is going on in the healthcare sector. Not as fast as hoped, however. Reasons
behind this state of the sector are manifold. What can we expect from the journey? Where is the
(current) limit and which things should be in place in every healthcare setting? Should we reset the
whole medical informatics environment or should we proceed?
Independent of the size of a given healthcare setting, you will be confronted with leadership
problems, interoperability hazards, legacy systems, hype innovations and very specific needs for a
given microsystem.
Share your experience with a wider public, compare your setting and your results (either success
stories or failures!) to evidence or experience based knowledge in other areas and enrich the 31th
annual congress!
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Innovation is a long journey going from the lab to the market. We are interested here to explore all
stages of innovation projects that are related to medical IT.
Topics tackled during the 2018 sessions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Practical implementation examples
How innovation is transforming care processes or clinical R&D
Involving leaders, users, patients in the process
Learning from mistakes
Bringing healthcare innovation from the lab to the market

Why to submit
Building your network: Submitting a paper to the SSMI/SGMI/SSIM is the best way to get in touch
with the Swiss community of medical informatics.
Confront your idea to the market: By presenting your work you will be able to confront against the
Swiss medical IT market and understand whether your research is in line with the development of
the market.
A launching pad for your research: For young researcher this is a unique occasion to submit their
work in your native language and prepare yourself for the work at a larger scale.
Presenting authors can join the whole congress with no fees.

How to submit
Submit your non-commercial contribution in English or your native language on www.medicalinformatics.ch (new website, new submission process, new registration necessary as of 2th May
2018).
Read carefully the instructions for authors; adding an abstract in English is mandatory. Several
categories (e.g. poster, extended abstract, full paper) are offered for submissions, mention within
the remark field in case you intend to apply your submission specifically as congress contribution.
Submissions will be reviewed by the congress committee and selected e.g. for oral presentations or
the poster session. Awards are given for selected contributions.

Until when to submit
Submission deadline is June 17th 2018

